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April 6, 2016
PTP/Synaptic Depression
Snail Lab 2- Neuronal Excitability

"Gold Cortex,” enamel on composition gold 
leaf,  18" x 24". Greg Dunn, 2010.

PTP example:

500 ms

10 mV

PTP:
1) Correlates with decay of Ca2+ image in whole terminal, 

not just at release sites, 
2) reduced by presynaptic Ca2+ chelators.
3) In crustacean motor neurons, Na+ has a role, perhaps 
through the Ca/Na pump. Entry of Na+ during AP firing may 
reverse the Na/Ca exchanger to bring in Ca2+.
3) Suggested presynaptic Ca2 + unloading from 
mitochrondria/other internal stores.
4) In Aplysia- Both pre- and post- synaptic Ca2+ chelators
reduce PTP, as well as postsynaptic hyperpolarization.

Mechanisms of Synaptic Depression?

Dietmann et al 2000
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Shibere, a temperature sensitive fly  mutant, vesicle recycling is blocked

Depression correlates
with depleted vesicles 

Other mechanisms for depression?:

1) Inactivation of ICa during repetitive activity

2) Activation of inhibitory currents- IK(Ca) and ICl(Ca)

3) Transmitter release controlled by autoreceptors

GABA responses are blocked by antagonists
of presynaptic GABAa receptors.

4) Desensitization of post-synaptic receptors.

Overlapping Stages of Intrinsic Plasticity

10 s

20 mV

Snail bursterneuron

Snail   Buccal Ganglia- control   of  rhythmic  feeding   movements
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Snail Brain
Large neurons ~ 200 micron diameter

Pond snail brains- Lymnaea, Helisoma Snail   Buccal Ganglia- control   of  rhythmic  feeding   movements

Rhythmically  bursting  cells
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Buccal ganglia neurons
Snail Week 1  Focus: Firing properties of neurons

Action Potentials

Responses to current injection

Silent cell Tonically firing cell

Firing adaptation, also note spike broadening
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Post-inhibitory rebound

note enhanced EPSPs

Burster neurons
Burst characterizationBurst frequency control

“true” bursters vs.
driven bursters
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Interesting firing properties of
neurons

10 s

20 mV

Why do APs get smaller
and then big again?

Snail bursterneurons

Mouse spinal cord
burster neurons


